Abstract
Introduction
ecently, secret sharing has been an active area in different cryptography systems. This is mainly because of the fact that it can make the security protocols more robust. So, there is an endless list of methods based on the secret sharing policies. Secret sharing has 2 main aims. First aim is to decrease the risks of attacks by an exterior person (like adversaries). The second one is to prevent system from depending just on one part. Advances in different schemes are rooted from two main ideas. The first one can be regarded as using different mathematical tools in order to find better ways to share a secret. Some example of mathematical tools can be interpolation of polynomials like in [Shamir, 1979] , intersection of hyperplane like in [Blakley,1978] , graph based schemes like in [Blundo,1995] , using group theory like in [Liu,1998 ], designing by quantum cryptosystems like in [Cleve, 1999] , [Hillery,1999] . Also [Beimel, 2011] is a good survey of different secret sharing methods. The second idea is to introduce some new applications which are suitable for different scenario. These applications results in some facilities. For example, Ingmarsen et all. in [Ingemarsson,1991] proposed a scenario in secret sharing without depending on a trusted center. Also there are some papers to investigate different conditions among authorities to have a fair sharing process. For example Tian et al. proposed a fair threshold secret sharing scheme in [Tian, 2013] . There are some works which are aimed at image secret sharing like in [Wang, 2007] and [Shyong, 2014] . There are some works which updates shares of members based on their interactions which is known as social secret sharing. For example in [Nojoumian, 2010] proposed an scheme to change the parties without changing the secret based on participants' cooperation.
One of the active application of secret sharing protocols in cryptosystems is E-voting systems. E-voting systems with multi-authority need secret sharing protocol to be more robust. Also it is better to not implement a trusted center. Some examples of multi-authority can be found in , [Porkodi, 2011] and [Fouard, 2007] . Also [Weber, 2006] provided some typical ideas to illustrate the role of secret sharing in Evoting systems.
In this paper, we propose a new facility in secret sharing. This is rooted from a problem which arises in previous secret sharing protocols. The main contribution of this paper is to introduce a new facility of secret sharing in Evoting systems. In particular, we set priority in order of sharing parties by using composition of functions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a brief review of some secret sharing schemes. We review a couple of Evoting schemes which are handy for us in this paper in section 3. Section 4 discussed two problems which have remained for this paper to solve. We propose a method of sharing to solve these problems in this section, too. In section 5, we design an E-voting system in order to indicate that proposed method is applicable. Section 6 is aimed at introducing our future works. Last section is the conclusion. We propose two schemes briefly (For more schemes, see [Beimel, 2011] ). 
Shamir Secret Sharing Scheme

Jointly Secret Sharing Scheme
One of the main questions which arises in Shamir scheme is its need to a trusted center in order to choose the polynomial. However, it is not very desired, since a trusted center is usually hard to find. Also sharing one's piece of parties is needed sometimes. If everyone can share his/her parties, then he/she can share it to all of his/her trusted people. In this way, if he/she is absent and all of his/her trusted people are present in sharing process, they can find his/her part. Jointly secret sharing scheme is proposed to solve these problems.
In this method, first i th one choose a polynomial with degree 1  t and send it with private channel. Then the polynomial If t out of n one share their parties, they can find f and s . Also if one participant is absent, but his/her trusted ones share their parties which he/she entrusted them, they can find part of their absent friend. This methods satisfies correctness and privacy same as Shamir scheme and does not need any trusted center. Also each one can share his/her part to his/her trusted friend.
Secret sharing in E-voting protocols
Elliptic Curves
Every elliptic curve can be considered as an algebraic curve with the following equation (See [Koblitz, 1987] ).
(
The set of points on the curve with the following operation, make a group. Addition of two point 
Secret Sharing For Voters and Authorities
There are two kinds of groups in almost all of voting protocols.
Voters: People who vote. It is clear that these people should not share their secret to others, if the system is anonymous. So secret sharing is useless among voters.
Authorities: People who make process on votes. There are two kinds of systems based on number of voters: with one authority or multi authority. It is possible to exploit secret sharing schemes in multi authority protocols.
It is possible to share a secret in multi authority systems in different ways. For example in and [Porkodi, 2011] , Shamir secret sharing scheme is used. Also protocol in [Weber, 2006] uses jointly secret sharing scheme.
An E-voting system with shamir secret sharing
Cramer proposed a homomorphic E-voting protocol based on ElGamel with Shamir secret sharing scheme in . Then Porkodi improved this protocol by using ECC based cryptosystem in [Weber, 2006] .
We review the protocol with two candidates which was designed by Porkodi 
ElGamel system as follows and send it with a zero knowledge proof of authentication in bulletin board. 
An E-voting system with jointly secret sharing
Weber in [Weber, 2006] exploits jointly secret sharing to propose a coercion-resistant E-voting protocol. His protocol resists against threats for voters because of the fact that each voters can vote more than once and he used a part of mixers, blind signature and homomorphic idea in his proposed voting system. He could find some ways to speed up this method, too. There are four steps in his protocol. We review them in very brief way, but we omit mixing process. This is because of the fact that we want to show the effect of secret sharing in more explicit way. The following protocol is not coercion-resistant. 
A Problem in Reviewed Secret Sharing Scheme
Above mentioned protocols had not paid attention to the difference role of people in sharing process. There are some methods which paid attention to the people in different categories which can be found in [Benaloh, 1990] . But it is not possible to stop sharing protocol by a specific category and there is not priority in order of sharing. To put it simply, there is no difference that A shares his/her parties first or B does it first. The difference among authorities which was considered in past research goes back to increase the number of parties of one person to increase his/her role in sharing. In this way, one member is more important than others. But in general there is no protocol which consider the importance of priority in sharing. This causes some problems. To illustrate these problems in application, take the following example.
Suppose that one of mentioned secret sharing protocols is applied in a university. The ones who can share the secret are as follows. There are 5 members in security part, 4, 6 and 6 members in education, financial and research part, 2 professors of science and 2 professors of Engineering department. So there are 25 keys and the secret sharing scheme which is implemented is (25, 14) Shamir threshold secret sharing.
Assume that there is a top secret document which is aimed at education in engineering department. Now suppose that 6 financial and 6 research expertise and 2 professors from science are willing to share their secret. These 14 people can find document, while no one from engineering department is not in sharing process. Also there is no expert in educational matters. In this situation, there is not even someone from security part to prevent or control the sharing process and decides how to take care of security proceedings after reading the secret.
As one can see, these problems are remained to solve. In the sequel, we propose a new secret sharing scheme which can solve these problems. The main idea of our method can be applied in a lot of secret sharing methods. We implement it on Shamir secret sharing.
Proposed method in jointly secret sharing based on Shamir scheme
We assume that there are some layers with some parts in each of them in this method. Also we mean that person or part A has priority according to person or part B in secret sharing, if B cannot share his/her secret when A has not do it. The main purpose is to make priority among layers. Also there is not priority among people in parts of same layer.
There is one polynomial for each part. To do this, we use multiplication of polynomials for each part and composition of polynomials for each layer. If one has all of these polynomials, he/she can find the main polynomial and consequently the secret key of the protocol. According to threshold condition, each part needs to have some members who are willing to share their parties in order to reveal the polynomial of each part. So if we consider the first (or last) function for security part, then it is easy to stop the sharing protocol, if security part detects any adversary or traitor or danger. Also if he/she finds out that the secret document needs some more measures to reveal, he can prepare the condition. Moreover, for each secret, there are some relevant experts in sharing protocols. Generally this protocol can be applied to joint secret sharing. However, in voting application, these two process cannot be applied at the same time. This is mainly because of existence of public key. It requires to do more research for some special cases when one needs to have a jointly secret sharing with priority in Evoting protocol. We introduce a voting protocol which is based on the protocol in [Porkodi, 2011] .
Proposed secret sharing scheme in Evoting based on ECC and Shamir secret sharing
We propose a voting system based on protocol in [Porkodi, 2011] and our method in secret sharing. This system has the following parts.
1-Trusted center 2-L layers for authorities and 
Analysis of the secret sharing protocol and Future works
Our proposed protocol gives priority in secret sharing which is a little harder to be attacked. This is mainly because of two reasons. First is that it is hard to find a specific number in each part to cheat them or get their keys by force. Also betraying of a part (no matter how big is this part) cannot be enough to find the key. But in the meanwhile, one layer can be broken easier than before. Since secret of each layer is dependent of less people.
Here we investigate privacy and correctness in this method. In order to demonstrate the correctness, first we should show that correctness is true in each layer. This is because of the fact that sharing in each layer is a threshold shamir secret sharing and this results in the correctness in each layer satisfies. Hence one can find the polynomial of each layer, if the threshold condition of that layer is satisfied. So because of equations (14) and correctness of each layer, correctness of protocol is proved.
To prove privacy, suppose that less than number of threshold participants want to share their secret. So threshold condition of at least one layer is not satisfied. Assuming privacy of threshold shamir secret sharing, it is impossible to find the polynomial of that layer. So because of (14) it is impossible to find the polynomial of protocol. So privacy is satisfied.
Moreover, we discuss 2 factors fairness and robustness of proposed E-voting system to justify our claim about security in an application of mentioned secret sharing protocol. The condition of fairness is satisfied, if and only if the result is announced exactly after sharing process of the last layer of authorities. Also there is impossible that one traitor layer can announced the results before the voting is finished. Because even if it has the keys to compute its result form ( i y ), it cannot has the keys of next layers, unless all of layers are willing to betray which is not our assumption. Moreover, during the vote casting phase, finding the result of voting in each moment is even harder than voting based on ordinary secret sharing schemes. This results from existence of more than one layer which has to be attacked. Also it is more unlikely that there exists more betrayers than threshold of that layer. So proposed E-voting scheme is more robust. It is more desired that threshold of each layer be more than one authority.
In the future works, we aimed at analyzing this protocol and improve it for different kinds of attacks. Also we will try to find an E-voting protocol which can exploit both jointly sharing and priority at the same time.
Conclusion
We reviewed some secret sharing schemes and E-voting protocol in this paper. Also we proposed a new method of secret sharing which provides priority in sharing. To do this, we exploited composition of functions which is a non-commutative operation. Then we implemented this contribution in voting system [Porkodi, 2011] to justify proposed sharing method. Finally we analyzed proposed secret sharing protocol.
